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In spite of the financial crisis the Russian market offers big opportunities.
Drivers of growth are the metropolis.
Because of a lot of ethnic groups, geographical, religious and economic differences
in a continent with 17 million square kilometres, there isn’t one Russian consumer
market. The divide between the several metropolis and the diverse regions is quite
significant. metropolis and the regions divide are quit great. The activity in Moscow
is limited by officialdom.
Tatjana Nufferova Managing Director of a Russian Research Institute GIM in Moscow
is familiar to the changes in Russia. She said that some regions are cut separated from
the trends in the Metropolis where the “Urban businessman” stands for prosperity as
depicted by quality of education and the orientation to “lifestyle”.
Since the times of the tsars the city dwellers despise the country people. Therefore
advertising with a cowboy for cigarettes does not have a positive message for those
targeted in the cities.
Only urbanism is counts. That can be seen for example by three Moscow shopping
centres with 150.000 square meters each. They look like airports offering shopping
malls for famous brands as well as hyper stores like IKEA, AUCHAN, OBI and Media
markt.
But the financial crisis is slowing down the growth rate. Mainly the entrepreneurs and
investment companies are affected. The people on the street are used to living within
a small budget. They have learnt and are able to manage the daily challenge.
For brands there is still a high demand. The metropolis is a paradise for brands. The
Russian consumer is looking for goods from Western Europe. Because there hadn’t
been a retail strong brands are available in hypermarkets e.g. a Panasonic plasma TV
set for 10.000 EUR in a REAL,-.
In spite of the slow-down of the economy there is still a growing middle class which
is important for the growth - they shop at any time. “The Russian are hedonists,” has
been said by Dietmar Menze. There are opportunities, but marketing investment must
continue and develop to reinforce the initial opportunities that have been created.

Russian home for Brands
Vadim Beriozkin is very familiar to brand names like Leifheit, Spirella, WMF or
Zwilling. He is one of the leading importers who had launched Leifheit in Russia
in 1984. Meanwhile he has the exclusively rights of about 20 brands. Attitudes
which weren’t been sought in the time of Soviets Union characterize him: He has
entrepreneurship and is willing to carry the necessary risks. In 1998 when Russia
was in economical crises he realigned his company Picture International. In order
to be more independent of the import business he opened his own stores named
Eurodom. Meanwhile there are more than 70 outlets. They stand for “Home for
European brands”. The offers are oriented towards western life style. With his groups
of companies he follows ambitious plans. “We want to be the best trade and import
company”. His strategy is to open the Russian market for foreign companies. Because
of the dimension of the country distribution is the key of success. Therefore an own
warehouse is on the way. With the support of KPMG consultants he has built a holding
structure with four business units. Now he is looking for investors who believe in the
potential of Russia. Furthermore his vision includes ideas in India and China.

